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Particle ﬁlterAbstract The variable structure multiple-model (VSMM) estimation approach, one of the
multiple-model (MM) estimation approaches, is popular in handling state estimation problems with
mode uncertainties. In the VSMM algorithms, the model sequence set adaptation (MSA) plays a
key role. The MSA methods are challenged in both theory and practice for the target modes and
the real observation error distributions are usually uncertain in practice. In this paper, a geometrical
entropy (GE) measure is proposed so that the MSA is achieved on the minimum geometrical
entropy (MGE) principle. Consequently, the minimum geometrical entropy multiple-model
(MGEMM) framework is proposed, and two suboptimal algorithms, the particle ﬁlter k-means
minimum geometrical entropy multiple-model algorithm (PF-KMGEMM) as well as the particle
ﬁlter adaptive minimum geometrical entropy multiple-model algorithm (PF-AMGEMM), are
established for practical applications. The proposed algorithms are tested in three groups of maneu-
vering target tracking scenarios with mode and observation error distribution uncertainties.
Numerical simulations have demonstrated that compared to several existing algorithms, the
MGE-based algorithms can achieve more robust and accurate estimation results when the real
observation error is inconsistent with a priori.
ª 2015 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
In the adaptive state estimation domain, the practical targets
are often described by hybrid systems with discrete modesand continuous states.1 However, the exact information of
the true modes is usually unavailable in practice as the target
often performs high maneuvers. To this end, in lots of state
estimation applications, such as maneuvering target tracking,
fault detection and conﬁguration, target modes are often
approximated by expected models, and the multiple-model
(MM) methods, one popular technique to deal with high
maneuvers, arose.2–4 The pioneer works of the MM are traced
back to 1960s5 and 1970s.6 In the last four decades, the exten-
sively studied MM approaches have been evolved into three
generations: the static MM (SMM),6 the cooperative MM
(CMM)7,8 and the variable structure MM (VSMM).9
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MM (FSMM) for both of them use a ﬁxed model set
Mk ¼M to cover the real mode Sk at arbitrary time k. For
the FSMM, it is usually assumed that Sk can be adequately
approximated by M at any level. The ﬁrst generation (SMM)
does not consider the jumps between system modes and thus
has the simplest structure.5 Although the simple SMM is suit-
able for nearly time-invariant systems, the results will deterio-
rate when the target system undergoes frequent mode changes
such as tracking maneuvering targets.1 In order to make the
estimator suitable for the maneuvering tracking, the draw-
backs of the SMM had been ﬁxed through developing the
CMM. In the CMM, it is assumed that the system mode
sequences could be described by Markov or semi-Markov
chains, and the modes (models) are allowed to jump between
each other with a priori known transition probability.8 By
approximating the Markov chain into the last or last two steps,
the ﬁrst-order and second-order pseudo Bayesian algorithms
(GPB1, GPB2) are proposed.10 The interacting multiple-
model (IMM) estimator is quite cost-effective as it adopts
the model information of the last two steps but only consumes
the calculating amount at the GPB1 level.11–13
The FSMM algorithms get desirable results when the prior
model set M has a small or moderate scale that can approxi-
mate the true mode well. However, in practice, the target often
performs complex dynamics that the real modes will switch
between each other stochastically within a large mode space.
Then, a big scale M is desired to cover the real modes well.
If so, we may face the dilemma, on the one hand, a larger scale
M is demanded to cover the real modes, and on the other
hand, excessive model competitions (many unlikely models
compete to become the effective models) will not only degrade
the results but also increase the computational burden.9 To
overcome the above difﬁculties, the VSMM approach was pro-
posed in Ref. 9 The most important development of VSMM is
the model sequence set adaptation (MSA) mechanism.14 By
applying MSA, the effective model set (EMS) adjusts its com-
ponents adaptively with respect to the prior information, the
historical estimation and the current observation. In particu-
lar, for each estimating scan, the high quality models will be
kept and the models which are reckoned as useless will be
removed from the EMS. Therefore, the VSMM algorithms
are promising to show better results than FSMM algorithms
in both estimating accuracy and computational burden in com-
plicated situations.15 However, how to design the best MSA
mechanism is still an open problem.
In the past decade, the VSMM technique aroused a lot of
interests in VSMM algorithm.16–19 The differences among
the VSMM algorithms mainly lie in their different MSA mech-
anisms. The ﬁrst VSMM estimator which is generally applica-
ble is the model-group switching (MGS) algorithm. In the
MGS, a digraph model switching scheme is designed and the
effective model set is set up as a collection to cover the closely
related modes.20 A weakness of MGS is its ad hoc design in
some applications, thus a more general digraph model switch-
ing algorithm, the likely-mode set (LMS) algorithm, is pro-
posed.17 The expected-model augmentation (EMA) is
another kind of VSMM algorithm.16 In the EMA, the original
model set is augmented by a variable set of models intended to
match the expected value of the true mode. The augmented
model set, which is approximated by mode estimates, is usedto present the expectation of the true mode.16 In recent years,
the entropy measurement21 has been considered in the VSMM
algorithms. The Kullback–Leiber (KL) information22 is
adopted to quantify the difference between a candidate model
and the expected true mode, then, the best model augmenta-
tion (BMA)18 and the equivalent-model augmentation
(EqMA)19 algorithms are proposed. To some extent, the struc-
ture of BMA and EqMA is similar to the EMA. The difference
is, in the former two, the models with minimum KL informa-
tion are selected as the augment models, while in the EMA, the
augment model is achieved by a simple summation of the
weighted candidate models.16,18. The effective model set of
EqMA consists of two parts. In the ﬁrst part, the basic model
set is always activated. In the second part, the augment model
set is achieved online. Actually, the target often performs a
particular maneuver which has not been covered by the basic
model set. In such cases, there is no need to keep the basic
model set for taking the risk of excessive model competition.
To this end, the minimum entropy multiple-model (MEMM)
algorithm is proposed as it directly calculates the effective
model sequence set in the absence of the basic model set.23
In the MEMM, the posterior entropies of all candidate model
sequence sets are computed through a feedback structure and
the minimum entropy model sequence set is selected as the
effective one.
It has been discussed in Ref. 23 that the MEMM approach
is expected to be effective if the real observation error distribu-
tion is consistent with the prior information. However, it has
been noted by the author that when the real observation error
distribution is inconsistent with the prior, the minimum
Shannon entropy (MSE) model sequence set may not be a
good approximation to the truth for the small entropy ensem-
ble may have a bad (sparse) geometrical structure. Therefore,
the estimation results of the MEMM algorithm may deterio-
rate in the inconsistent cases for it does not consider the impact
of the geometrical structure of the model sequence set (MSS).
To solve this problem, we need to consider the traditional
entropy value and the entropy geometrical structure simultane-
ously. The geometrical characterization of the ensemble
entropy has been discussed in Ref. 24, and a unique measure
of the entropy volume has been associated with any statistical
ensemble,24 which directly quantiﬁes the inherent spread or
localization of the ensemble. Based on the measure of geomet-
rical volume,24 a geometrical entropy (GE) measure is pro-
posed for the MSA. Through some mathematical analysis,
we illustrate the bad effect of the inconsistent observation
error on the our proposed MEMM approach, and show a
way to compensate this effect using the GE measure.
Consequently, the minimum GE multiple-model estimation
framework (MGEMM) is constructed. For the MGEMM
framework, we set up an objective for MSA to ﬁnd the
minimum geometric entropy model sequence set under certain
conditions. After that, two suboptimal MGEMM algorithms
are designed for the practical applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is
the problem formulation. In Section 3, we ﬁrst review the
MEMM framework. Then, the drawback of the Shannon
entropy (SE) measure is discussed by examples as well as the-
oretical analysis. As a consequence, we propose the GE mea-
sure to compensate the drawbacks of SE measure and set up
the MGEMM framework. Two applicable suboptimal
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and the adaptive MGEMM (AMGEMM), are designed in
Section 4. The simulation results are shown in Section 5.
Section 6 draws the conclusions.
2. Problem formulation
In this section, we will ﬁrst describe the VSMM estimation
problem. Then, we review the traditional MEMM approach
brieﬂy. After that, we will analyze the drawbacks of using
the SE measure in the MEMM framework by two speciﬁc
examples. At last, we establish the research objective of this
paper.
2.1. Description of VSMM estimation problem
Consider the following Markov discrete system,
xk ¼ fk;k1ðxk1;SðkÞÞ þ vk ð1Þ
where xk and SðkÞ present the target state vector and mode at
scan k, respectively; fk;k1 is the model-based target state tran-
sition function and vk the process noise.
In practice, the real modes are usually unknown, so people
often use a priori model set (space) M ¼ fm1;m2; . . . ;mrg to
cover all possible true modes in all time instants, where
mi 2M represents the possible models. As a consequence,
the system equation is approximated by
xk ¼ fk;k1ðxk1;mðkÞÞ þ vk ð2Þ
where mðkÞ 2M is the effective model at scan k.
The observation equation is formulated as
zk ¼ gkðxkÞ þ wk ð3Þ
where zk denotes the observation at scan k; gk is the observa-
tion function and wk is the observation error which is often
assumed to be Gaussian and white. The accumulated observa-
tions throughout scan 1 to k are denoted by
Zk ¼ fz1; z2; . . . ; zkg.
From scan 1 to k, the real modes make up a mode series or
mode sequence with time stamps, such as
Sk ¼ fSð1Þ;Sð2Þ; . . . ;SðkÞg. However, in most cases, the real
mode sequence is not known in prior. Therefore, we use the
model sequence mkl ¼ fmð1Þ;mð2Þ; . . . ;mðkÞg to approximate
the real mode series, where mðiÞ 2M represents the effective
model at scan i. Because there are rk possible model sequences
(where r is the model number of M), the prior model sequence
set space is denoted byMk ¼ fmkl ; l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; rkg. Obviously,
for a large scale M, directly using Mk as the effective model
sequence set will result in the problem of estimation deteriora-
tion for the excessive competition among the candidate model
sequences. Therefore, we may overcome the difﬁculty using the
VSMM method which includes the following two steps.15
Step 1. Achieve the effective model sequence set Mkeff  Mk
in a suitable way.
Step 2. Calculate the posterior state estimate based on Mkeff
and the accumulated observation Zk .XFig. 1 Framework of MEMM.X^k ¼
mk
l
2Mk
eff
X^kðlÞpðX^kðlÞ;mkl jMkeff;ZkÞ ð4Þwhere X^kðlÞ is the posterior estimate of the model
sequence mkl 2Mkeff; pðX^kðlÞ;mkl jMkeff;ZkÞ is the poste-
rior probability of {X^kðlÞ;mkl } based on fMkeff;Zkg.Obviously, in spite of the employed ﬁlter, the estimation
quality is mainly determined by the quality of the effective
model sequence set. Therefore, designing a better mechanism
for the MSA process (Step 1) is crucial for the VSMM estimat-
ing problem.
2.2. MEMM framework
The SE is a well-known measure to the ensemble uncertainty,
whatever the ensemble is classical or quantum, continuous or
discrete.24 In statistics, the standard SE takes the information
gain as a logarithmic function of the probability. For the pos-
terior probability pðXjZÞ, we have
HðpðXjZÞÞ ¼ 
Z
pðXjZÞ lg pðXjZÞdX ð5Þ
In our earlier work,23 the minimum SE principle (ME) is
adopted as the optimization criterion for the MSA in the tra-
ditional MEMM framework. For a set of candidate model
sequence sets M ¼ fMkj Mkg; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N at scan k, the
posterior entropy of the model sequence setMkj is calculated as
HðXjMkj ;ZkÞ ¼
X
mk
l
2Mk
j
Z
pðmkl ;XjMkj ;ZkÞ lnpðmkl ;XjMkj ;ZkÞdX
ð6Þ
where mkl represents the model sequence included in M
k
j and
pðmkl ;XjMkj ;ZkÞ the posterior probability of {mkl ;X} based
on fMkj ;Zkg.
As depicted in Fig. 1, the framework of MEMM has a two-
stage feedback structure.
Stage 1. Calculate the posterior entropies of all candidate
model sequence sets by Eq. (6). Then select the ME
model sequence set as the effective one and feed it
back to the ﬁlter.MkME ¼ argmin
Mkj 2M
HðXjMkj ;ZkÞ ð7Þ
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X^Mk
ME
¼
X
mk
l
2Mk
ME
X^mk
l
pfmkl ; X^mkl jM
k
ME;Zkg ð8Þ
where pðmkl ; X^mkl jM
k
ME;ZkÞ is the normalized proba-
bility and X^mk
l
is estimated by suitable Bayesian
ﬁlters.25–29Remark 1. Generally, it is proved that if the prior model
sequence set has a large scale and the observations are
effective, the MEMM approach is effective.23 However, we
have noticed that in some complex situations, e.g., the real
observation error distribution is inconsistent with the prior
information, the results of the MEMM algorithms may
deteriorate. The reason is that in some complex situations,
the SE measure may not be a good reﬂection to the truth. To
this end, we will analyze the drawbacks of using the SE
measure for the MEMM algorithms in the next section.Fig. 2 Estimation with different prior observation errors.
Fig. 3 Two different distributions with the same entropy.2.3. Two examples to illustrate drawbacks of SE measure
In this section, we use two examples to illustrate the drawbacks
of using the SE measure. For the ﬁrst example, we can see the
estimating results of the MSE-based approach will degrade if
the real observation error distribution is inconsistent with
the prior. For the second example, the SE measure will loss
efﬁcacy in distinguishing some speciﬁc distributions.
2.3.1. Example one
For the ﬁrst example, we consider a static position estimating
problem in a plane. As depicted in Fig. 2, the true target is at
the centre of the plane (triangle), the black asterisk represents
the observation, the particles represent the model-based pre-
dictions (little circles) (one particle for one model). For easy
discussion, it is assumed that the centre of the particle set is
just in the same place of the true target position. The prior
information of the observation error distribution could be
characterized by the dashed circle and it is believed that most
observations should take place within the circle. Now we apply
the ME principle to select the effective particles within the
solid circle. Then it can be found from the picture that when
the observation error is consistent with a priori (see
Fig. 2(a)), the ME approach often provides desirable estimat-
ing results. When the observation error is inconsistent with the
prior (see Fig. 2(b)), the selected particles are often far apart
from the truth. To be speciﬁc, although the particles seem
highly probable, they are actually far away from the truth.
In such situation, the ME approach is obviously not the best
choice as it pays excessive attention to the probability (likeli-
hood) and a better solution may be more near to the predicting
area (dense geometrical area).
2.3.2. Example two
For the second example, we consider another static position
estimating problem. As shown in Fig. 3, both the target’s real
position and the observation are at the center of the graph.
Now there are two half-circular ensembles, ensemble 1
(dashed) and ensemble 2 (solid). It is assumed that the twoensembles have the same number of particles and the particles
spread with perfect symmetry on the half-circles. It is further
assumed that each particle represents a model-based state pre-
diction. Obviously, the geometrical structure of ensembles 1
and 2 are different to each other and the estimated result of
ensemble 2 is sure better than that of ensemble 1. However,
the entropy values of them are the same (after normalizing
the probabilities), so we can not use the SE measure to select
a better one from the two ensembles.
2.4. Research objective
It can be found from above that the SE measure may fail and
the MEMM-based algorithms will deteriorate in some com-
plex situations. Therefore, our research objective in this paper
Geometrical entropy approach for variable structure multiple-model estimation 1135is to ﬁnd a way to amend the traditional SE measure. We
expect the revised entropy measure not only can overcome
the difﬁculty of the SE measure, but also is compatible with
the MEMM framework except for some necessary extensions.
3. The minimum geometrical entropy (MGE) approach
In this section, we will ﬁrst construct the GE measure based on
the work of Ref. 24. Then, we will demonstrate that for the
MM estimating problem, the SE value will be overrated or
underrated if the real observation error is inconsistent with a
priori and we can compensate the drawbacks of SE using the
GE measure. Finally, the MGEMM framework is proposed.
3.1. GE measure
In the last section, we show the drawbacks of the SE measure.
To overcome the defects of the SE measure, we need a new
mechanism to consider both characteristics of the probability
(likelihood) and the geometrical structure of the prediction.
To this end, a GE measure is proposed as follows.
According to the analyses in Ref. 24, for a continuous dis-
tribution pðxÞ on space X, the volume corresponds to a direct
measure of the region of ‘‘spread’’ of pðxÞ in X. For a classical
discrete distribution fpig, one may imagine the spread as label-
ing a set of boxes or bins. In such case ‘‘volume’’ corresponds
to the spread of the distribution over these bins. In this paper,
we only talk about the discrete case. In Ref. 24 a general
volume of the entropy of fpig is expressed as
Vfpig ¼ exp 
X
i
pi lnðpi=ViÞ
" #
ð9Þ
where Vi is the bin size or we say the geometrical volume occu-
pied by pi. How to compute the value of Vi depends on the
speciﬁc problem and the sum of the volumes occupied by the
discrete distribution fpig is exactly the space X of the spread.
For the MM estimation problem, the speciﬁc method of calcu-
lating Vi will be discussed in Section 3.2.
Here, we propose the GE measure to fpig as
HGðfpigÞ ¼ 
X
i
pi ln
pia
Vi
ð10Þ
where aP 0 is the coordination factor. Obviously, when
a! 0, we pay more attention to the bin size, and when
a!1, we pay more attention to the probability. When
a ¼ Vi, the GE will reduce to the standard entropy. In real
applications, we can use a to decide which factor (bin size or
probability) is more important. However, in this paper, we
only talk about the general cases so we will not bias one factor
against the other. As the sequence, we simply let a ¼ 1 in the
following parts and Eq. (10) takes its forms as
HGðfpigÞ ¼ 
X
i
pi ln
pi
Vi
ð11Þ
According to Eq. (11), the GE value is affected by the bin
probability and the bin size simultaneously. The GE value will
increase when the probability distribution tends to a uniform
or the bin size augments. However, it is noted in Eq. (11) that
the range of HG is no longer ð0;1Þ, but ð1;1Þ. To this end,
we may rewrite Eq. (11) in the following forms,HGðfpigÞ ¼ 
X
i
Vi
pi
Vi
 
ln
pi
Vi
ð12Þ
Let ~pi ¼ piVi and we normalize it as
P
i~pi ¼ 1. Then the range
of HG will be ð0;1Þ again.
3.2. How to compensate drawbacks of SE measure by GE
measure
In this section, we will provide theories to illustrate the draw-
backs of the SE measure for the MM estimating problem, and
then develop the way to compensate it. First, we will analyze
the negative effect of the inconsistent observation error on
the SE measure in the one-dimensional case. After that, we
provide the way to compensate this negative effect by using
the GE measure. Finally, we generalize our results to the
multi-dimensional version.
For simplicity, it is assumed that the target state X 2 Rm is
an observable random vector, Z 2 Rn is a random observation
of X and the observation error is zero mean, Gaussian and
white. It is further assumed that the prior observation error
covariance matrix is R, and the real observation error
covariance is b2R, where b 2 R and bP 1. For easy discussion,
we may take off the time mark k here. The prior model
set is assumed as M ¼ fm1;m2; . . . ;mrg and the candidate
model sets are Mj M; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. For each model
ml 2M; pðml;XjMjÞ ¼ pðml;XjMÞ represents the model based
state prediction. Although our results can be easily extended
to the multiple-dimensional case, for easy discussion, we ﬁrst
consider the one-dimensional case. Then, we use the observation
error covariance r2; r 2 R to replace the covariance matrix R.
3.2.1. Analysis on the effect of the inconsistent observation error
on the SE measure
First, we discuss the negative effect of the inconsistent observa-
tion error on the SE measure.
Lemma 1. For factor pðZjml;X;MjÞ, we have
(1) If jjX Zjj 6 br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 ln b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p , then ppriorðZjml;X;MjÞP
prealðZjml;X;MjÞ.
(2) If jjX ZjjP br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 ln b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p , then ppriorðZjml;X;MjÞ 6
prealðZjml;X;MjÞ.
where ppriorðZjml;X;MjÞ denotes the likelihood related to r2 and
prealðZjml;X;MjÞ is the likelihood related to ðbrÞ2.
Lemma 1 is proved in Appendix A.
Lemma 2. For factor ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞ, we have
(1) If jjX Zjj 6 br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 lnb
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p , then ln ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞP
ln prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ.
(2) If jjX ZjjP br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 ln b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p , then ln pprior ðml;XjMj;ZÞ 6
ln preal ðml;XjMj;ZÞ.
Lemma 2 is proofed in Appendix B.
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(1) If jjX  Zjj 6 br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 ln b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p ,then ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln pðml;
XjMj;ZÞ P prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞ.
(2) If jjX ZjjP br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 lnb
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p ,then ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln pðml;
XjMj;ZÞ 6 prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞ.
Theorem 1 is proofed in Appendix C.
Remark 2. Theorem 1 discovers the relationship between
ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞ and prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ
ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞ with respect to jjX Zjj. As shown in
Fig. 4, the factor ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞ will be
overrated when X is close to Z and it will be underrated when
X is far away from Z.
For clarity, we rewrite Eq. (6) as
HðXjMj;ZkÞ¼
X
ml2Mj
Z
X2Xml
pðml;XjMj;ZkÞ ln pðml;XjMj;ZkÞdX
ð13Þ
where
pðml;XjMj;ZkÞ ¼ pðml;XjMj;ZkÞP
ml2Mj
R
X2Xml
pðml;XjMj;ZkÞdX ð14Þ
Corollary 1. Consider the SE value calculated by Eq. (13), we
have
(1) If the integration region XMj only covers the steep region,
thenFig. 4
or undHpriorðXjMj;ZkÞ 6 HrealðXjMj;ZkÞ ð15Þ
where Steep means ½ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln ppriorðml;XjMj;
ZÞT P ½prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln prealðml;XjMj;ZÞT.(2) If the integration region XMj only covers the gradual
region, thenHpriorðXjMj;ZkÞP HrealðXjMj;ZkÞ ð16Þ
where gradual means ½ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln ppriorðml;
XjMj; ZÞT 6 ½prealðml; XjMj; ZÞ ln prealðml; XjMj; ZÞT.
Corollary 1 is proofed in Appendix D.Factor pðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞ will be overrated
errated in inconsistent observation error case.Remark 3. As shown in Fig. 5, Corollary 1 illustrates that the
SE value will be ill computed when the real observation error
distribution is inconsistent with the prior. That is, if the inte-
gration region XMj only covers the steep region, the SE value
will be underrated, and vice-versa. It can be further inferred
from Corollary 1 that the traditional MSE approach pays
over-attention to the models near to the observation Z.
Especially when Z is taking place at the tail of the prior distri-
bution pðml;XjMjÞ, the MSE approach tends to select the
effective model set far away from the central part of the prior
pðml;XjMjÞ and this phenomenon increases the risk of estima-
tion deterioration.3.2.2. Calculation of GE value
Second, we develop the way to compensate the negative effect
of the SE measure.
We use the following equation to calculate the GE value of
the candidate model set Mj M,
HðXjMj;ZkÞ ¼ 
X
ml2Mj
Z
X2Xml
pðml;XjMj;ZkÞ
 ln aml ;X  pðml;XjMj;ZkÞ
Vml ;X
dX ð17Þ
where Vml ;X is the geometrical volume occupied by fml;Xg and
aml ;X the coordination factor.
Theorem 2. The negative effect of the inconsistent observation
error on the SE measure could be compensated using the GE
measure (see Eq. (17)) if the following equations hold,
Vml ;X
aml ;X
¼ ppriorðml ;XjMj ;ZÞðAppriorðml ;XjMj ;ZÞÞA
A ¼ 1b exp ðb
21ÞðXZÞ2
2b2r2
n o
8><
>: ð18Þ
Proof. A natural way to compensate the negative effect of the
inconsistent observation error is to make the following equa-
tion holding,
HpriorðXjMj;ZkÞ ¼ HrealðXjMj;ZkÞ ð19Þ
Eq. (19) holds if the following equation holds,Fig. 5 A comparison of SE values in inconsistent observation
error case.
Fig. 6 Framework of MGEMM.
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Vml ;X
¼ prealðml;XjMj;ZkÞ ln prealðml;XjMj;ZkÞ ð20Þ
Then, through appropriate formula manipulation, we have
Vml ;X
aml ;X
¼ ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ
ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ  1b exp ðb
21ÞðXZÞ2
2b2r2
h in o1
b exp
ðb21ÞðXZÞ2
2b2r2
h i
ð21Þ
Now Theorem 2 is proved. h
Remark 4. Theorem 2 provides us a way to compensate the
risk of the SE measure by using the GE measure. In reality,
the GE value is determined by two factors (see Eq. (17)). In
the ﬁrst place, similar to ME, the posterior probability
pðml;XjMj;ZkÞ is incorporated. In the second place, the factor
ðVml ;X=aml ;XÞ is adopted in GE as a trade-off mechanism.
However, it should be noted that the optimal value of
ðVml ;X=aml ;XÞ is very difﬁcult to achieve in practice which is
beyond the scope of this paper. In the rest of this paper, we
may simply consider aml ;X ¼ 1 and approximate the value of
Vml ;X as
Vml ;X 
ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ
ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ exp ðXZÞ
2
2r2
h in oexp ðXZÞ2
2r2
h i ð22Þ
The geometrical value of Vml ;X deﬁned in Eq. (22) has the
following characteristics:
(1) The value of V ml ;X will reduce if the integration space
Xml goes far away from the observation vector Z, and
vice-versa.
(2) The value of V ml ;X is affected by the probability
ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ which is determined by the prior
probability ppriorðml;XjMjÞ and the likelihood
ppriorðZjml;X;MjÞ.
3.2.3. Extension to multiple-dimensional cases
Finally, we extend our results to the multiple-dimensional
cases.
Because the observation error distribution is assumed to be
Gaussian and white, the results of the one-dimensional case
can be easily extended to the multiple-dimensional cases. For
example, if we consider Z 2 Rn, then, Eq. (22) is rewritten asVml ;X 
ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ
ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ exp 12 ðX ZÞR1ðX ZÞT
h in oexp 12ðXZÞR1ðXZÞT½ 
ð23Þ
Remark 5. If the observation vector Z is a direct measure to
the target state X, then we can calculate value of Vml;X by using
Eq. (23) conveniently. If Z is an indirect measure to X, the
term X Z in Eq. (23) should be replaced by gðXÞ  Z, where
g is the observation function.3.3. Framework of the MGE approach
In this section, the MGE is adopted as the principle for the
MSA. Supposing there is a set of candidate model sequence
sets at scan k. The GE value of the model sequence set Mkj is
computed as
HGðXjMkj ;ZkÞ¼
X
mk
l
2Mk
j
Z
pðmkl ;XjMkj ;ZkÞ ln
pðmkl ;XjMkj ;ZkÞ
Vl
dX
ð24Þ
where Vl is the geometrical volume occupied by fmkl ;Xg which
is determined by Eq. (23).
Similar to the framework of MEMM, the framework of
MGEMM also has a two-stage feedback structure (see Fig. 6).
Stage 1. Calculate the posterior geometrical entropies of all
candidate model sequences sets by Eq. (24). Then
we select the MGE model sequence set as the effec-
tive one and feed it back to the ﬁlter.MkMGE ¼ argmin
Mkj 2M
HGðXjMkj ;ZkÞ ð25ÞStage 2. The current state estimate of the MGE model
sequence set is computed,X
X^Mk
MGE
¼
mk
l
2
Mk
MGE
X^mk
l
pfmkl ; X^mkl jMkMGE ;Zkg ð26Þwhere pðmkl ; X^mkl jM
k
MGE;ZkÞ is the normalized probability for
the pair fmkl ; X^mkl g, and X^mkl is estimated by suitable Bayesian
ﬁlters.
4. The MGEMM algorithms
Usually, the optimal solution to the MGEMM is infeasible in
real applications due to the constraint on computational scale.
Therefore, the approximation methods are pursued as the
trade-off between the optimality and the computational
burden.
In general, the following two approximating mechanisms
will be adopted in our work. First, we use the myopic method
1138 H. Shen-tu et al.instead of the full hypothesis tree that only two successive steps
will be considered at a particular ﬁltering scan. Therefore, the
model sequence set space Mk reduces to the model set space
Mk and the model sequence m
k
l reduces to the model ml;k at
scan k. Second, we use the Monte Carlo sampling method
(Particle Filter, PF) to replace the integral process. That means
we can approximate the states distribution by a set of particles,
whose probabilities are represented by the particle weights.29
Besides, it is not wise to search the MGE model set from all
possible candidate model sets directly for undesired computing
burden. However, we may approximate the searching process
by some heuristic methods. Speciﬁcally, two sub-optimal
MGEMM algorithms are proposed, the KMGEMM algo-
rithm and the AMGEMM algorithm. In the KMGEMM,
instead of considering all possible candidate model sets, we
only consider the model sets clustered by the k-means algo-
rithm.30,31. While the motivation of AMGEMM is to generate
the MGE model set automatically by a particle mutual com-
peting mechanism.
4.1. KMGEMM algorithm
The KMGEMM algorithm could be achieved by four steps.
First, we use the MM particle ﬁlters32 to calculate the esti-
mated results (particle predictions) of all candidate models.
Second, we make all particles into several clusters by the k-
means algorithm. Third, we calculate the GE of all candidate
clusters and select the MGE cluster as the effective particle
set. After that, the effective model set could be achieved based
on the MGE particle set. Finally, the current state estimate is
computed. As depicted in Fig. 7, instead of calculating the GE
value of all candidate model sequence sets (see related block in
Fig. 6), the k-means algorithm is adopted here to get several
particle clusters whose particle distributions are dense in their
geometrical structure. Then the effective model set which is
achieved based on the MGE particle cluster is expected to out-
perform the effective model set achieved by the ME approach.
Before constructing the KMGEMM algorithm, we will pro-
vide a simple description to the k-means algorithm.Fig. 7 Framework of KMGEMM.4.1.1. k-means algorithm
The k-means algorithm is a well-known iterative method
to partition a given dataset into a speciﬁed number of
clusters.30 For a given set of d-dimensional vectors, D ¼
fxij i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Ng, where xi 2 Rd is the i data point. The data
set is partitioned iteratively into k clusters such that the follow-
ing non-negative cost function is minimized.
Cost ¼
XN
i¼1
ðargmin
j
jjxi  cjjjÞ j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k ð27Þ
where jj  jj denotes the Euclidean distance and cj the centroid
of the j th cluster.
The main steps of the k-means algorithm are as follows:
Step 1. Data assignment. Each data point is assigned to the
closest centroid. This results in k clusters of dataset.
Step 2. Relocation of ‘‘means’’. Replace the centroid of each
cluster by the computed weight mean of the data
points.
Step 3. Go to Step 1 until an end condition is met.
4.1.2. Detailed description to KMGEMM
In this section, a detail description of the KMGEMM is given:
For the initial scan k ¼ 0:
It is assumed that the effective model set Meffð0Þ ¼M. For
each model mr;0 2M; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r, the initial particle distri-
bution is assumed known as a priori pðX0;mi;0Þ. Draw NP
particles for each model:
fx j0ðmi;0Þ;wj0ðmi;0Þg  pðX0;mi;0Þ
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NP ð28Þ
For scan k ¼ 1; 2; . . .:
 Calculate the particle predictions as
x jkðmi;kÞ ¼ fk;k1ðx jk1ðmi;k1Þ;mi;kÞ i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r;
j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NP ð29Þ
 Then, set up three initial clustering centroids as follows:
The ﬁrst centroid is the mean of the particle predictions:
cenkð1Þ ¼
Xr
i¼1
XNP
j¼1
x jkðmi;kÞ
" #
=ðr NPÞ ð30Þ
The second centroid is the current observation zk:
cenkð2Þ ¼ zk ð31Þ
The third centroid is a random sample from the particle
predictions:
cenkð3Þ ¼ randomðx jkðmi;kÞÞ ð32Þ
 The particles are portioned into three clusters by the
k-means algorithm as follows:
Step 1. Data assignment. Each particle is assigned to the clos-
est centroid by minimizing the following equation:Cost ¼
Xr
i¼1
XNP
j¼1
ðargmin
l
jjx jkðmi;kÞ  cenkðlÞjjÞ
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NP; l ¼ 1; 2; 3
ð33Þ
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cluster by the mean of its particles.
Step 3. Go to Step 1 until an end condition is met.
 Evaluate the quality of each cluster.
According to Eq. (12), the GE of cluster l is computed as
HGðclutðlÞÞ ¼ 
X
x
j
k
ðmi;kÞ2clutðlÞ
Vli;j;k
wðx jkðmi;k; lÞÞ
Vli;j;k
 lnwðx
j
kðmi;k; lÞÞ
Vli;j;k
l ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð34Þ
where Vli;j;k denotes the particle bin size which is calculated
by Eq. (34) and wðx jkðmi;k; lÞÞ is the particle weight which is
calculated by Eq. (35),
Vli;j;k¼
wðx jkðmi;k; lÞÞ
wðx jkðmi;k; lÞÞ  exp
ðx j
k
ðmi;k ;lÞzkÞ
2
2r2
  
exp
ðx j
k
ðmi;k ;lÞzkÞ
2
2r2
 
ð35Þ
wðx jkðmi;k; lÞÞ ¼
pðx jkðmi;k; lÞjM;ZkÞPr
i¼1
PNP
j¼1pðx jkðmi;k; lÞjM;ZkÞ
ð36Þ
Choose the cluster which minimizes the value of HGðclutðlÞÞ
as the effective one:
ClutðeffÞ ¼ argmin
l
½HGðclutðlÞÞ ð37Þ
 Once the effective cluster is determined, check the roots of
the particles of ClutðeffÞ. Let Nðmi;kÞ denote the number
of the particles from model mi;k . Then, set a threshold
Thre according to knowledge (e.g., Thre ¼ NðClutðeffÞÞ=r,
where NðClutðeffÞÞ is the particle number of the effective
cluster) and delete model mi;k if Nðmi;kÞ < Thre. The remain-
der constitutes the effective model set M effðkÞ.
 Then, one can calculate the state estimate based on M effðkÞ:
x^k ¼
X
mi;k2MeffðkÞ
XNP
l¼1
pðxlkðmi;kÞjMeffðkÞ;ZkÞxlkðmi;kÞ ð38Þ
 Finally, resample the particles with the roulette wheel
method.29For each i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r and j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NP,
resample the particle fx jk ðmi;kÞ;wjk ðmi;kÞg ¼ fxj1k ðmi1 ;kÞ;
wj1k ðmi1 ;kÞg if
Pi1
i2¼1
Pj1
j2¼1w
j2
k ðmi2 ;kÞP Ui;j, where i12M effðkÞ;
j12f1;2;...;NPg;Ui;jU ½0;1.Remark 6. The above KMGEMM algorithm provides a
feasible way to the MGEMM approach. In this algorithm,
the particles are assigned to several clusters by the k-means
algorithm and we need not to consider the scale of the effective
particle set in advance. However, we need to predeﬁne the
cluster number and the original cluster centriods before the
MSA process. In the next section, the AMGEMM algorithm is
proposed that only one particle set is considered in the process
of MSA, however, we need to deﬁne the scale for the effective
particle set in advance.Fig. 8 Framework of AMGEMM.4.2. AMGEMM algorithm
In this section, we propose the AMGEMM algorithm. The
framework of the AMGEMM algorithm is described asfollows. First, we use the MM particle ﬁlter32 to calculate
the particle predictions. Second, as depicted in Fig. 8, to
instead of calculating the GE value of all candidate model
sequence sets (see related block in Fig. 6), we prefer to select
the effective particle set directly by the challenge match
method.23 Third, the effective model set is achieved based on
the MGE particle set. Finally, the current state estimate is
computed. Details of AMGEMM are as follows.
For the initial scan k ¼ 0:
The effective particle number of the MGE cluster is
assigned as NC. It is assumed that the prior effective model
set Meffð0Þ ¼M. For each model mr;0 2M; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r,
the initial particle distribution is assumed known as a priori
pðX0;mi;0Þ. Draw NP particles for each model by Eq. (28).
For scan k ¼ 1; 2; . . .:
 Calculate the particle predictions by Eq. (29).
 Compute the MGE particle set by the challenge match
method (CM),23
Step 1. Sample NC particles x jkðmi;kÞ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NC ran-
domly from the entire particle set as the initial
MGE cluster.
Step 2. For each particle x jkðmi;kÞ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NC, calculate
its geometrical entropy value asHðx jkðmi;kÞÞ ¼ wðx jkðmi;kÞÞ ln
wðx jkðmi;kÞÞ
Vi;j;k
ð39Þwhere Vi;j;k and wðx jkðmi;kÞÞ are determined by Eqs.
(35) and (36), respectively.Step 3. Sample another NC particles x jk ðmi;kÞ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;
NC randomly from the entire particle set and
compute the related geometrical entropies by
Eq. (39).
Step 4. Compare the particles from the two sampled sets one
by one. Substitute the particle in the ﬁrst set by the
particle from the second set if the latter has a smaller
GE value.
Step 5. Go to Step 2 until an end condition is met.
 Once the MGE cluster is determined, check the roots of the
particles belonging to it. Let Nðmi;kÞ denote the number of
particles from model mi;k . Then, set a threshold Thre
according to knowledge (e.g., Thre ¼ NC=r) and delete
Fig. 10 Target trace in the third group.
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current effective model set M effðkÞ.
 Then one can calculate the state estimate by Eq. (38).
 Finally, execute the particle resampling process.
5. Simulation
Consider three groups of ﬂat maneuvering target tracking sce-
narios under different observation error conditions.
In the ﬁrst and second groups, the target dynamics are
described as
XðkÞ ¼ F  Xðk 1Þ þD  AðkÞ ð40Þ
where XðkÞ ¼ ½x1ðkÞ; x2ðkÞ; y1ðkÞ; y2ðkÞT is the target state at
scan k, the components present the position and the velocity
vectors along x and y direction, respectively;
AðkÞ ¼ ½axðkÞ; ayðkÞ is the dynamic mode, the components
denote the accelerations along x and y directions, respectively;
the sampling duration is 1 s and F and D are
F ¼
1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1
2
6664
3
7775 D ¼
1 0
0:5 0
0 1
0 0:5
2
6664
3
7775
The entire ﬂying duration of the target is set as 180 s. The
target initial state is X(1) = [10000 m, 150 m/s, 10000 m,
100 m/s]T. The target performs two maneuvers in the ﬂying
duration: the ﬁrst maneuver takes place between scan 31 and
80, with a moderate acceleration mode AðkÞ ¼ ½10 m=s2;
12 m=s2; the second one takes place between scan 81
and 120, with a high acceleration mode AðkÞ ¼
½30 m=s2; 30 m=s2. In the remaining time, the target moves
with a constant velocity mode. The real trace is pictured in
Fig. 9.
We set different scenarios in the third group. The entire ﬂy-
ing duration is 160 s. The target initial state is
Xð1Þ ¼ ½10000 m; 150 m=s; 10000 m; 100 m=sT. The target
performs two maneuvers in the ﬂying duration: the ﬁrst
maneuver takes place between scan 31 and 60, with a moderate
acceleration mode AðkÞ ¼ ½10 m=s2; 12 m=s2; the second
maneuver takes place between scan 61 and 120, with a coordi-
nated turn mode whose turn rate is X ¼ 6ð	Þ=s. In the remain-
ing time, the target moves with a constant velocity mode.
Therefore, in scan 61–120, F (in(40)) takes a different form
as follows (T ¼ 1 s) and the real trace of the target is pictured
in Fig. 10.Fig. 9 Target trace in the ﬁrst and second groups.F ¼
1 sinðXTÞ=X 0 ð1 cosXÞT=X
0 cosðXTÞ 0  sinðXTÞ
0 ð1 cosXÞT=X 0 sinðXTÞ=X
0 sinðXTÞ=X 0 cosðXTÞ
2
6664
3
7775
The observation equation is modeled as
ZðkÞ ¼ YðkÞ þWðkÞ ð41Þ
where YðkÞ ¼ ½x1ðkÞ; y1ðkÞT is the observation vector of the
target position; WðkÞ ¼ ½xxðkÞ;xyðkÞT denotes the observa-
tion error at scan k which is a zero mean Gaussian white pro-
cess whose covariance matrix is R.
It is assumed that the prior model space includes 21 models
and each model describes the possible target accelerations
along x and y directions, respectively. The details are as fol-
lows: m1 ¼ ½0; 0T, m2;3 ¼ ½0;
10T, m4;5 ¼ ½
10; 0T, m69 ¼
½
10;
10T, m10;11 ¼ ½0;
20T, m12;13 ¼ ½
20; 0T, m1417 ¼
½
20;
20T, m18;19 ¼ ½0;
40T, m20;21 ¼ ½
40; 0T.
In the following text, the tracking performances of the ﬁve
test algorithms, IMM,11 EqMA21+1,19 MEMM,23
KMGEMM and AMGEMM, will be compared with different
observation error conditions in three groups of scenarios. In
the ﬁrst group, the real observation errors are set in accor-
dance with the prior information. Then, the algorithms will
be compared at two different observation error magnitudes.
In the second group, the real observation errors are set as
inconsistent with the prior distribution. Speciﬁcally, it is
assumed that there will be a certain probability that the real
observation error covariance is several times larger than the
prior one in magnitude. In the third group, a coordinated turn
mode is considered and we will see how the algorithms perform
when the real mode is not contained in the prior model set. The
state estimation RMSE, the average RMSE, the GE value, the
effective model number and the relative computing time will be
considered in the simulations. The complete information of the
tests is listed in Table 1, where Rð1Þ ¼ diagf252 m2;
252 m2g;Rð2Þ ¼ diagf1502 m2; 1502 m2g. All employed algo-
rithms use the same particle ﬁlter with 1050 particles and all
results are simulated over 1000 Monte Carlo runs.
5.1. The ﬁrst test group
In the ﬁrst test group, the real observation error covariance is
set in accordance with the prior knowledge and we mainly test
the algorithms with two different observation error magni-
tudes. In the ﬁrst test, the observation error covariance is
Table 1 Details of tests.
Group Test Prior observation
error
Real observation error RMSE GE Average RMSE
& relative accuracy
Eﬀective model
number
Relative
compute time
The ﬁrst 1 Rð1Þ Rð1Þ Fig. 11 Fig. 12 Table 2 (0–180 s);
Table 3 (80–120 s)
Table 8
2 Rð2Þ Rð2Þ Fig. 13 Fig. 14
The second 3 Rð1Þ R(1): 85%; 4R(1): 15% Fig. 15 Fig. 16 Table 4 (0–180 s);
Table 5 (80–120 s)4 Rð1Þ R(1): 70%; 4R(1): 30% Fig. 17 Fig. 18
5 Rð1Þ R(1): 85%; 8R(1): 15% Fig. 19 Fig. 20
6 Rð2Þ R(2): 70%; 5R(2): 30% Fig. 21 Fig. 22
The third 7 Rð1Þ R(1): 70%; 4R(1): 30% Fig. 23 Fig. 24 Table 6 (0–180 s);
Table 7 (60–120 s)8 Rð2Þ R(2): 70%; 5R(2): 30% Fig. 25 Fig. 26
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Rð2Þ ¼ diagf1502 m2; 1502 m2g. The testing results are shown
in Figs. 11–14, Tables 2 and 3.
In Test 1, the observation error is relatively small and its
covariance is consistent with the prior information. In this
case, the estimation quality is mainly affected by the target
maneuvers and the observation error magnitudes. It can be
seen from Fig. 11 that the performances of the entropy based
algorithms (PF-MEMM, PF-KMGEMM and PF-
AMGEMM) are better than the other two algorithms (PF-
IMM and PF-EqMA21+1), especially when the target takes
highly maneuvers (scan 80 to 120). Among the three entropy
based algorithms, the best is PF-AMGEMM and worst is
PF-KMGEMM (see Tables 2 and 3). However, the perfor-
mances of the three entropy-based approaches are very similar.
The GE values of the three entropy based algorithms in Test 1
are shown in Fig. 12, and we can see the GE magnitudes are in
accordance to the algorithm performances. That is, the PF-
AMGEMM gets the best estimation results with the MGE
magnitudes and the PF-KMGEMM gets relatively worse esti-
mation results with larger GE magnitudes. In addition, weFig. 11 RMSE of the ﬁve algorithms in Test 1.
Fig. 12 GE of the three algorithms in Test 1.have observed an interesting phenomenon that when the target
takes high maneuvers, the estimation errors will be larger but
the GE will be smaller (see Figs. 12 and 14). We think this is
because when the target performs high maneuvers the true
modes will take place at the border area of the mode space,
so the effective particles will be more concentrated (most from
the models near the true modes) and the GE value will be
small.
In Test 2, it is more difﬁcult to judge the true modes than in
Test 1 because the observation error covariance is ﬁve times
larger than that in Test 1. The estimation RMSEs of the ﬁve
algorithms are shown in Fig. 14, Tables 2 and 3. Similar to
Test 1, the entropy-based algorithms get similar estimation
qualities which are better than the other two algorithms. The
geometrical entropies of the three entropy-based algorithms
are shown in Fig. 14 and the entropy magnitudes are consistent
with the estimation qualities. In a nutshell, in the ﬁrst test
group, the GE-based algorithms (PF-KMGEMM and PF-
AMGEMM) are effective and show comparable estimation
qualities to the SE-based algorithm (PF-MEMM).Fig. 13 RMSE of the ﬁve algorithms in Test 2.
Fig. 14 GE of the three algorithms in Test 2.
Table 2 Average RMSE (m) and relative accuracy (%) of the ﬁve algorithms in the ﬁrst test group (0–180 s).
Test PF-IMM PF-EqMA21+1 PF-MEMM PF-KMGEMM PF-AMGEMM
1 30.90 (±0%) 29.74 (3.8%) 28.58 (7.5%) 29.17 (5.6%) 28.45 (7.9%)
2 180.74 (±0%) 173.51 (4.0%) 169.05 (6.5%) 169.11 (6.4%) 168.58 (6.7%)
Table 3 Average RMSE (m) and relative accuracy (%) of the ﬁve algorithms in the ﬁrst tset group (80–120 s).
Test PF-IMM PF-EqMA21+1 PF-MEMM PF-KMGEMM PF-AMGEMM
1 33.99 (±0%) 32.34 (4.2%) 30.62 (10.2%) 31.34 (7.0%) 30.34 (10.7%)
2 184.51 (±0%) 176.00 (4.6%) 169.86 (7.9%) 170.14 (7.8%) 169.68 (8.0%)
1142 H. Shen-tu et al.5.2. The second test group
Tests 3 to 6 are considered in the second test group. The real
observation error covariance will be several times larger than
the prior observation error covariance with certain probabili-
ties and the detailed information is shown in Table 1. In thisFig. 15 RMSE of the ﬁve algorithms in Test 3.
Fig. 16 GE of the three algorithms in Test 3.
Fig. 17 RMSE of the ﬁve algorithms in Test 4.group, we mainly focus on the algorithm robustness. The posi-
tion RMSE and the average position RMSE as well as the rel-
ative accuracy of the ﬁve algorithms are shown in
Figs. 15,17,19,21, Tables 4 and 5. The GE values are shown
in Figs. 16,18,20 and 22.
In the second test group, the real observation errors are
inconsistent with the prior information. Speciﬁcally, the two
known prior observation error covariance matrixes are
Rð1Þ ¼ diagf252 m2; 252 m2g and Rð2Þ ¼ diagf1502 m2;
1502 m2g. The real observation error matrixes are set as
4R(1): 15%, 4R(1): 30% and 8R(1): 15% in Tests 3, 4 and 5,
respectively. In Test 6, we amplify the prior observation error
covariance and the probability of inconsistent observation
error simultaneously with R(2): 70% and 5R(2): 30%. It can
be concluded from Figs. 15,17,19,21, Tables 4 and 5 that the
traditional SE-based approach (PF-MEMM) will deteriorate
more seriously than other four algorithms when the real obser-
vation errors are inconsistent with the prior information, espe-
cially when a higher percentage of the inconsistent observation
error happens. We can also ﬁnd out that the most robust and
precise algorithms are the GE-based algorithms (PF-Fig. 18 GE of the three algorithms in Test 4.
Fig. 19 RMSE of the ﬁve algorithms in Test 5.
Fig. 20 GE of the three algorithms in Test 5.
Fig. 21 RMSE of the ﬁve algorithms in Test 6.
Fig. 22 GE of the three algorithms in Test 6.
Fig. 23 RMSE of the ﬁve algorithms in Test 7.
Fig. 24 GE of the three algorithms in Test 7.
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percentage of inconsistent observation error or a larger obser-
vation error magnitude. In fact, it is not difﬁcult to understandTable 4 Average RMSE (m) and relative accuracy (%) of the ﬁve
Test PF-IMM PF-EqMA21+1 PF-
3 47.06 (±0%) 46.49 (1.2%) 48.7
4 63.36 (±0%) 62.40 (1.5%) 67.5
5 67.10 (±0%) 67.67 (+0.8%) 91.2
6 429.25 (±0%) 419.85 (2.2%) 555
Table 5 Average RMSE (m) and relative accuracy (%) of the ﬁve
Test PF-IMM PF-EqMA21+1 PF-
3 50.99 (±0%) 51.29 (+0.6%) 51.8
4 65.28 (±0%) 65.28 (+0.3%) 68.0
5 68.95 (±0%) 70.40 (+2.1%) 91.3
6 425.61 (±0%) 418.14 (1.8%) 546the above results. In the ﬁrst place, the traditional SE-based
PF-MEMM algorithm pays too much attention to the proba-
bility (or weight) of the particles when processing the MSA
work. When the real observation error is consistent with the
prior information, the computed probabilities (weights) will
be effective and the PF-MEMM can get desirable estimating
results (see results of test group one). However, as discussed
in Section 3.2, if the real observation error is inconsistent with
the prior, the probability will be ill computed and the related
SE will not be a good reﬂection to the truth, and that is the rea-
son of the performance deterioration of the PF-MEMM algo-
rithm. In contrast, the proposed GE-based algorithms gives
consideration to both particle weights and particle geometrical
structure and provides a way to compensate the bad effect of
the inconsistent observation error. Therefore, the GE algo-
rithms can provide more robust and accurate estimating results
in the second group tests. The results from Figs. 16,18,20 andalgorithms in the second test group (0–180 s).
MEMM PF-KMGEMM PF-AMGEMM
9 (+3.7%) 45.60 (3.1%) 44.92 (4.6%)
6 (+6.6%) 61.35 (3.2%) 60.40 (4.6%)
1 (+34%) 65.65 (2.2%) 64.57 (3.7%)
.36 (+29.4%) 411.94 (4.0%) 410.29 (4.4%)
algorithms in the second group (80–120 s).
MEMM PF-KMGEMM PF-AMGEMM
0 (+1.6%) 48.63 (4.6%) 47.71 (6.4%)
5 (+4.2%) 62.66 (4.0%) 61.61 (5.6%)
6 (+32%) 66.84 (3.0%) 65.79 (4.6%)
.16 (+28.1%) 405.08 (4.8%) 404.86 (4.9%)
Fig. 25 RMSE of the ﬁve algorithms in Test 8.
Fig. 26 GE of the three algorithms in Test 8.
Table 8 Effective model number and relative computing time
of the ﬁve algorithms.
Algorithm Eﬀective model
number
Relative computing
time
PF-IMM 21 1
PF-EqMA21+1 22 1.32
PF-MEMM 7.9 1.26
PF-KMGEMM 8.2 1.34
PF-AMGEMM 8.1 1.42
1144 H. Shen-tu et al.22 further prove the effectiveness of the GE approach that the
most precise algorithm shows the MGE, and vice versa.
5.3. The third test group
Tests 7 and 8 are considered in the third test group. As
depicted before, the target will take a coordinated turn mode
which is not contained in the prior model set (see Fig. 10).
The real observation error covariance will still be several times
larger than the prior observation error covariance with certain
probabilities (the detailed information is shown in Table 1). In
this group, we not only focus on the algorithm robustness
when the real observation errors are inconsistent to the prior
information, but also the algorithm performance when the real
mode is not contained in the prior model set. The position
RMSE and the average position RMSE as well as the relative
accuracy of the ﬁve algorithms are shown in Figs. 23 and 25,
Tables 6 and 7. The GE values are shown in Figs. 24 and 26.
The effective model number and the relative computing time
are shown in Table 8.Table 6 Average RMSE (m) and relative accuracy (%) of the ﬁve
Test PF-IMM PF-EqMA21+1 PF-
7 66.91 (±0%) 65.41 (2.2%) 69.2
8 425.49 (±0%) 422.07 (0.8%) 557
Table 7 Average RMSE (m) and relative accuracy (%) of the ﬁve
Test PF-IMM PF-EqMA21+1 PF-
7 71.80 (±0%) 70.73 (1.5%) 73.1
8 422.73 (±0%) 420.33 (0.6%) 539Based on the above results, we can make the following anal-
yses. In the ﬁrst place, considering the inﬂuence of inconsistent
observation error, we can see that the test results of group three
are similar to the results of group two. That is, the proposed
algorithms (PF-KMGEMM and PF-AMGEMM) are better
than the others and the best one is PF-AMGEMM which has
the smallest GE value. In the second place, we can see although
the target takes a coordinated turn mode in scan 61 to 120
(which is not contained in the prior model set), the proposed
algorithms can handle this problem well and maintain a consis-
tent performance from the beginning to the end. Besides, it is
shown in Table 6–8 that the PF-IMM algorithm consumes the
least computing resource for it does not consider the MSA.
The other four VSMM algorithms in the tests consumes more
computing burden compared to PF-IMM algorithm as they
adopt the MSA process. Among the three entropy-based
VSMM algorithms, although the PF-MEMM can achieve a
comparative small model set, it shows the worst tracking accu-
racy, since the MSE of MEMM will degrade when the prior
observation error distribution is inconsistent with the reality.
The MGE-based algorithms (PF-KMGEMM and
PF-AMGEMM) can achieve smaller and more reﬁned model
sets compared to other algorithms, at the price, they will con-
sume a bit more computing resource.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we consider the MM estimation problem in com-
plex situations, e.g., the target is highly maneuvering and the
real observation errors are inconsistent with the prior knowl-
edge. In such cases, some traditional algorithms such as SE-
based algorithms will deteriorate and others such as IMM or
EqMA may not be accurate enough. To this end, we proposealgorithms in the third test group (0–180 s).
MEMM PF-KMGEMM PF-AMGEMM
5 (+5.1%) 62.94 (4.5%) 62.23 (5.6%)
.83 (+31.1%) 415.25 (2.4%) 414.42 (2.6%)
algorithms in the third test group (60–120 s).
MEMM PF-KMGEMM PF-AMGEMM
6 (+1.9%) 66.34 (7.6%) 65.01 (9.5%)
.97 (+27.8%) 410.80 (2.4%) 409.68 (2.6%)
Geometrical entropy approach for variable structure multiple-model estimation 1145a new GE measure for the MSA. The GE is designed to give
consideration to both the model probability and the geometri-
cal structure of the probability distribution. The analyses show
that the GE could compensate the negative effect of the ill
computed entropy value when the real observation error is
inconsistent with a priori. Then, a MEMM estimation frame-
work is proposed and two sub-optimal algorithms, the PF-
KMGEMM algorithm and the PF-AMGEMM algorithm
are constructed. In the simulations, three groups of tests are
considered. In the ﬁrst test group, we track a highly maneuver-
ing target with normal observations. In the second group, the
real observation errors are inconsistent with the prior. In the
third group, the target takes a coordinated turn mode which
is not contained in the prior model set. The simulation results
demonstrated that the proposed GE algorithms can provide
more robust and accurate estimating results in the designed
tests compared to some existing multiple-model algorithms.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 1
According to assumption one, for the prior observation error
covariance r2, we have
ppriorðZjml;X;MjÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
r
exp ðX ZÞ
2
2r2
" #
ðA1Þ
For the real observation error covariance ðbrÞ2, we have
prealðZjml;X;MjÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
br
exp ðX ZÞ
2
2b2r2
" #
ðA2Þ
Divide prealðZjml;X;MjÞ by ppriorðZjml;X;MjÞ,
prealðZjml;X;MjÞ
ppriorðZjml;X;MjÞ
¼ 1
b
exp
ðb2  1ÞðX ZÞ2
2b2r2
" #
ðA3Þ
Then, it is easy to see that
When jjX Zjj 6 br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 ln b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p ; prealðZjml ;X;MjÞ
ppriorðZjml ;X;MjÞ 6 1 and ppriorðZjml;
X;MjÞP prealðZjml;X;MjÞ.
When jjX ZjjP br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 ln b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p ; prealðZjml ;X;MjÞ
ppriorðZjml ;X;MjÞP 1 and ppriorðZjml;
X;MjÞ 6 prealðZjml;X;MjÞ.
Now Lemma 1 has been proved.
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 2
Considering assumption 1 and assumption 2, we have
ln prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ ¼ ln
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
br
 ln pðml;XjMjÞ  ðX ZÞ
2
2b2r2
ðB1Þln ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ ¼ ln
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
r
 ln pðml;XjMjÞ
 ðX ZÞ
2
2r2
ðB2Þ
Divide ln prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ by ln ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ,
ln prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ
ln ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ
¼
ln 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
br
 ln pðml;XjMjÞ  ðXZÞ
2
2b2r2
ln 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
r
 ln pðml;XjMjÞ  ðXZÞ
2
2r2
ðB3Þ
Then, it is concluded that
If jjX Zjj 6 br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 ln b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p ; ln prealðml ;XjMj ;ZÞ
ln ppriorðml ;XjMj ;ZÞ 6 1; ln ppriorðml;XjMj;
ZÞP ln prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ.
If jjX ZjjP br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 ln b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p ; ln prealðml ;XjMj ;ZÞ
ln ppriorðml ;XjMj ;ZÞP 1; ln ppriorðml;XjMj;
ZÞ 6 ln prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ.
Lemma 2 has been proved.
Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 1
Considering Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we have
ppriorðZjml;X;MjÞP prealðZjml;X;MjÞ
ln ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞP ln prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ when jjX Zjj 6 br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 ln b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p
ppriorðZjml;X;MjÞ 6 prealðZjml;X;MjÞ
ln ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ 6 ln prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ when jjX ZjjP br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 ln b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
ðC1Þ
The factor pðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞ is expressed as
pðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞ
¼ pðml;XjMjÞpðZjml;X;MjÞ ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞ ðC2Þ
Therefore, the following equation holds
prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ
ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ
¼ prealðZjml;X;MjÞ ln prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ
ppriorðZjml;X;MjÞ ln ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ
ðC3Þ
Considering both Eqs. (C1) and (C3), we have
prealðZjml ;X;MjÞ ln prealðml ;XjMj ;ZÞ
ppriorðZjml ;X;MjÞ ln ppriorðml ;XjMj ;ZÞ 6 1 when jjX Zjj 6
br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 ln b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p
prealðZjml ;X;MjÞ ln prealðml ;XjMj ;ZÞ
ppriorðZjml ;X;MjÞ ln ppriorðml ;XjMj ;ZÞP 1 when jjX ZjjP
br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 lnb
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p
8><
>:
ðC4Þ
Thus, the following inequality holds and Theorem 1 is
proved:
ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞP prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ
ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞ; if jjX Zjj 6 br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 ln b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p
ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞ 6 prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ
ln pðml;XjMj;ZÞ; if jjX ZjjP br
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 ln b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21
p
8>>>><
>>>>:
ðC5Þ
Theorem 1 has been proved.
1146 H. Shen-tu et al.Appendix D. Proof of Corollary 1
Considering Eq. (13), for the model set Mj M, we haveX
ml2Mj
Z
X2Xml
ppriorðml;XjMj;ZkÞdX ¼ 1 ðD1Þ
X
ml2Mj
Z
X2Xml
prealðml;XjMj;ZkÞdX ¼ 1 ðD2Þ
According to Eqs. (C5), (D1) and (D2), it can be inferred that
If XMj only covers the steep region, then,
½ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞT
P ½prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln prealðml;XjMj;ZÞT ðD3Þ
If XMj only covers the gradual region, then,
½ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln ppriorðml;XjMj;ZÞT
6 ½prealðml;XjMj;ZÞ ln prealðml;XjMj;ZÞT ðD4Þ
Considering Eqs. (D1)–(D3) as well as the maximal discrete
entropy theorem,33,34 we can make the deduction that Eqs.
(15) and (16) hold, respectively.
Corollary 1 has been proved.
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